KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

CB37001

AREA CB37

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.63

END LEVEL(S) 464.93

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37006

OVER LOCUS(ES) Not Removed

UNITS IN LOCUS: __

FINDS: —

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______  FINE_______  UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______  HELL. MOULDMADE_______  ROMAN______

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) Wall 001 consists of a foundation course with one course of pier and rubble construction above. Besides the large ashlars piers (80cm x 30cm x 60cm), the stones of the foundation course & the rubble of the pier and rubble course range from basketball-sized to small, fist-sized fieldstones. The foundation course is preserved for the entire length of the west side of the square, approx 4.2m, until it bonds with wall CB37004. The pier-and-rubble course is preserved for only a length of approx 1.8m, having been robbed out for a span of approx 1.4 m south of the south face of well CB 37004, as well as having been robbed out where wall CB37006 presumably abutted it from the west. Consequently, only 2 piers remain within the rubble between them as well as the rubble north of the last pier. (over)
2) Relations:

Above - Locus CB37006 covers Wall CB37001
Below - Wall CB37001 is currently floating and was not removed. It seals the fill below.
North - Wall CB37001 borders with Wall CB37004
East - Wall CB37001 is reached by fill loci CB37007, CB37008, CB37010.
West - Wall CB37001 is reached by fill loci CB37007, CB37014, CB37015
South - Wall CB37001 extends into the back of the foundation course but is reached by CB37009 alone this.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7

LOCUS CB37002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.88

END LEVEL(S) not reached

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37006, CB37007

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37004, CB37008

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID ___________

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ KELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN ________

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Wall CB37002 consists of at least 2 lower courses below a short stretch of piler and rubble construction along the northern portion of the wall. The stones range in size from watermelon-size to fist sized, with the majority being the larger. One ashlar pier is preserved between Wall CB37004 to the north and what may have been a doorway to the south. The larger rubble fieldstone are preserved between the ashlar pier and the wall to the north (CB37004) as well as between the pier and the possible doorway. The larger rubble also makes up most of the lower visible 2 courses. The possible northern threshold stone sits at the same level as the pier and is partially covered by one large fieldstone. This threshold stone is cut in a way similar to that of other nearby thresholds.
Stones, with space for the orthostate doormans on top.

North from the threshold, the wall was slightly robbed and it is difficult to tell what the original height may have been. However, several large stones overlie the top of wall CB37004, perhaps indicating an original height. A second threshold may be striking to the southern wall.

2) Relations:

Above: Trench locus CB37006 covers wall CB37002. Also CB37004, CB37008 cover part of wall CB37002.

Below: Bottom 7 of the wall not reached.

North: Wall CB37002 appears to band with wall CB37004. The top course of wall CB37002 over wall CB37004.

East: Wall CB37002 extends into the bank.

South: Wall CB37012 extends into the bank.

West: Wall CB37002 is reached by fill from CB37007, CB37008, CB37010, CB37012.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7
LOCUS CB37003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Feature - Ashlars in doorway

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.94
END LEVEL(S) 465.44, 465.35

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37007
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37003.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID ______

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) Lows CB37003 consists of 2 large square ashlar and one smaller shoeboxed shaped ashlar forming a semicircle on the Southside of the doorway in wall CB37004. This arc extends approx. 50 cm from the South face of the wall. The ashlar look to be in situ and so CB37003 should be considered intact.

2) Relations. Above: Fill lows CB37003 covers CB37003

Below: CB37003 covers & is sealed CB37002

S, N, E, W: Fill lows CB37007 reaches CB37003 all around.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7

LOCUS CB37003.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Sealed Fill below Feature

BEG. LEVEL(s) 465.46, 465.35 END LEVEL(s) 465.32

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37003 OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37010

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB37.028

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 460g FINE___ UNIQ 40g

LDW Hell CW

SPAN/CONDITION 1r - Hell; Small

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD___ HELM. MOULDMADE___ ROMAN___

3. COINS ___

4. FAUNAL ___

5. OTHER plaster+track # 245

6. IND. Iron knife +track # 247

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37003.1 is the sealed fill below the feature CB37003, the ashlars blocking the doorway in Wall CB37004. This feature consisted of 3 standing ashlars in an arc extending out from the south face of the wall into the room & CB37003.1 is the fill below these ashlars. The width of this locus is approx. 1.5m and the arc covers approx. 1.6m.

2) Relations: Above - Locus CB37003 cases + seals CB37003.1

Below - CB37003 joins CB37010.

N, E, S, W - CB37008 reaches CB37003.1
Kedes Locus Sheet

Area: CB37006

Locus: CB37004

Type: Wall

Begin Level(s): 465.63

End Level(s): 464.63

Under Locus(es): CB37006

Over Locus(es): Not removed

Units in Locus:

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total wt. Fine Unid

LDM

Span/Condition

2. Lamps: Wheelmade Mouldmade Roman

3. Coins

4. Faunal

5. Other

6. Inv.

7. Sediment Analysis/Float

Locus Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to Other Locii Over/Under/Touching/Bonding with Other Floors/Fills/Walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

Wall CB37004 is an 80cm thick wall running east-west across the north edge of the square. It consists mainly of ashlars. However, there is a doorway approx 1.6 m wide which is marked by 2 standing ashlars orrostated. These are the only standing ashlars in this portion of the wall. The rest of the wall is made up of field stones ranging from softball sized to watermelon sized. It is well constructed. The doorways ashlars rest on flat ashlars, & on both sides, there flat ashlars extend slightly into the doorway, forming part of the threshold. On the west side, a second flat ashlar abuts this threshold block & on the east side, a large flat fieldstone fills this spot. Also on the east side, another flat ashlar...
lies on top of this threshold stone (east of the architrave) making the second cause of the wall clear at this point. For the most part, there are 3 causes of nibble, although this is unclear in the spot where the N-S wall CB37001 bonds with CB37004. The wall floats at the level of the bottom of the threshold ashlars, although in the middle of the wall, below the colonnade, there is some nibble that is mostly likely the catwalk and locus CB37011. The west architrave is unfinished above its southern edge, thus is most likely the lifting boss. The flat threshold ashlars are the lowest cause of the wall, it floats from the next cause up both to the east and west of these blocks.


W - See Locus Sheets for CB4.7 SW
E - CB37004 extends into the wall.
S - CB37002 appears to bond with wall CB37004

CB37004 is reached by fill loci CB37007, CB37008, CB37010. CB37004 also bonds with wall CB37001.

W - See Locus Sheets for CB3.8 NE

CB 37004
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7
LOCUS CB37005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.65
END LEVEL(S) 465.23

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37007
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37005.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB3.7.042

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 140g FINE — UNID 100g

LDM Hell 005 OS

SPAN/CONDITION Hell/Small

2. LAMPS: WHEELED  HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37005 is a short, not well constructed wall which extends approx 2.1m east into the room from the robbed out southern portion of Wall CB37001. At its best preserved spot it is approx 80cm thick. Two uneven courses are preserved with the eastern end linear than the western end. The stones are fieldstones, with some roughly shaped but mostly not shaped at all. The northern face is well defined whereas the south face was difficult to define given its poor state of preservation and its proximity to the southern wall.
2) **Conditions:**

- **Above:** Fill locus CB37007 covers wall [CB37007]
- **Below:** Wall [CB37005] covers & seals fill locus CB37005.
- **North:** Fill locus CB37007 reaches wall [CB37005]
- **South:** Fill locus CB37007 reaches wall [CB37005]
- **East:** Fill/rubble locus CB37007 reaches wall [CB37005]

---

**CB37005**
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7

LOCUS CB37005.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Sealed fill below wall

BEG. LEVEL(s) 465.23

END LEVEL(s) 465.09

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37005

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37010

UNITS IN LOCUS: 1

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.9 KG  FINE 60 gr UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1  HELL. MOULDMADE 0  ROMAN 0

3. COINS 0

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Material for analysis - 506  Faiance charm INV= K06.F003

6. INU 0

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37005.1 is the sealed fill below wall CB37005.

2) N, S, E, W CB37005.1 reached it is the same fill as CB37008.

Below - CB37005.1 across the floor CB37010.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB3.7

LOCUS: CB37006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Topsoil FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S): 46.55

END LEVEL(S): 46.84

UNDER LOCUS (ES): —

OVER LOCUS(ES): CB37007

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB3.7.001-

.004

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 15.5 KG FINE 2002 UNID —

LOM: Ras al Fuqan

SPAN/CONDITION: Brnic - early modern.

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE—— HELM MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

How tool? FO6/016

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37006 is the topsoil locus which extends over the entire square. The soil is generally dark brown with a moderate amount of rubble - fist sized & larger.

2) CB37006 reaches the balk to the south & east & has no relation to north & west.

Below: CB37006 conta CB37007, wall CB37001, Wall CB37001
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB3.7

LOCUS: CB37007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 466.06

END LEVEL(S): 465.23

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB37006

OVER LOCUS(ES): CB37001, CB37002, CB37008, CB37004, CB37005, CB37008

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CB3.7.005-013 036, 039
CB3.7.015-024

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 52.6kg  FINE 1.5kg  UNID 4.91kg  K6 POOY

LOM: By2  Storage jar

SPAN/CONDITION: By2 - By2

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS: K6CD004, K6CD003, K6CO002, K6CO003, K6CO006, K6CO008

4. FAUNAL: K6MBA001, K6CO001

5. OTHER: Frame w/By K6CO002 1m Stoppers

6. IND.: Scrawls K6CO001

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUSIE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37007 is a fill locus. It is below the topsoil and characterized by large rubble fieldstone, dark soil, and a packed soil. It extends from the beginning of the rubble down to the bedrock, which is also the level of the beginning wall CB37005 Feature CB37002.

2) CB37006  COVE CB37007

Below: CB37007, K6CD003, 002, 003, 004, 005, 008.

North: CB37007, reaching wall CB37004
East: CB37007 reaching wall CB37002  it extends into the bulk
South: CB37007 reaching wall CB37005  it extends into the bulk
West: CB37007 reaching wall CB37001
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7
LOCUS CB37608

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fr. 11

BEG. LEVEL(S) 455.23
END LEVEL(S) 445.05

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37007
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37010, CB37010.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB3.7 0.14
0.07
0.29
0.20 - 0.35
CB3.8 0.47
0.03
0.03 0.46 0.054
CB3.9 0.053

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 47.38 kg
FINE 2.04
UNID 7.51 kg

LOM early Roman ap

SPAN/CONDITION bronze - early Roman; small - large

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELD, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS KO6 010, KO6 020

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER plaster + 1 reserving; 8 nails; 11 stoppers.

6. INU. bonehead KO4 003
granule KO4 005

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/Float

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI (E) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37008 is a fill locus characterized by the absence of native. It
extends over the entire room inside the walls & mln into the bulk.
It is generally dark brown soil containing several complete vessels.

2) Relation - Above: CB37007 covers CB37008
Below: CB37008 covers the floor CB37010 and includes the
distributed floor material, so covering parts of CB37010.1 as well.
N - CB37008 reaches wall CB37004 & CB37003.1
S - CB37008 reaches wall CB37002
E - CB37008 extends into the bulk & reaches CB37005.1
W - CB37008 reaches wall CB37010
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB337  LOCUS CB57009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) rubble Fill / wall?

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.80  END LEVEL(S) 465.08

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37007  OVER LOCUS (ES) CB37001

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB37.040

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. .8 kg  FINE________ UNID .3 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB37009 is a small locus of rubble fill. It mostly consists of grapefruit size field stones with some dirt in between. Sharon suggests it might be considered wall since it reaches walls on the N, W, and E. Walls CB37001 & CB37024 were robbed out  b This material filled the robber trench.

And may be the west extension of wall CB37005.

2) None - CB37007 covers CB37009.

Below - CB37009 covers a locus from 3.8 - CB38039. The two should be considered the same fill.

N - CB37009 reaches wall CB37001
S - CB37009 erosions to the bulk
E - CB37009 reaches wall CB37005  & locus CB37215
W - CB37009 reaches wall CB38006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7
LOCUS CB37010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Dirt
Floor Make up

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.06
END LEVEL(S) 464.88

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37008
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37010.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB3.7 .049
CB 3 .051
CB 3 .052

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 93Kg
FINE 07Kg
UNIQ. 4.6Kg

LDM Local Fine

SPAN/CONDITION 1m - 1.5m
Hill / Small

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INU.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB 37010 is the make up of the dirt floor which covered
most of the area between the walls. The surface of the floor was
most likely a dried mud wash and consequently, was quite patchy.
The best preserved areas, in the center, along the western side of the
center, and disappearing into the same bulk, appeared burned as the
surface were was black & grey. The floor itself varied in thickness from 5mm
to 1cm with the thicker areas showing evidence of severe resurfacing.

2) Above: CB37008 Cave 3 CB37010
Below: CB37010 Cave 3 and Partially, SEAL CB37010.1
North - the floor never reached any of the walls in these directions.

East - The areas where no floor surface remained were included in CB37010 and so CB37010 reached CB37008.

South - CB37010 continued into the bank.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB37

LOCUS CB37010.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Sealed fill below floor.

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.94

END LEVEL(S) 464.57

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37010

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37011, CB37012, CB37013

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB37.0 0.55

0.56

0.57

0.58

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2345 kg FINE 17 kg UNID 20.2 kg

LDM Early Roman cp 105

SPAN/CONDITION e6 - early Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

glass - CB6908, Q figurine

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37010.1 is a sealed fill below the dirt floor - CB37010. Although this floor was expensive, it was patchy and there was a tremendous amount of rodent activity evident. Therefore it is not surprising that the LDM is so late for this "sealed" context.

2) Above: Floor CB37010 partially covers and seals CB37010.1. CB37008 also partially covers, but does not seal, CB37010.1

Below: CB37010.1 covers CB37011, CB37012, CB37013

North: CB37010.1 reaches wall CB37004

East: CB37010.1 reaches wall CB37002

South: CB37010.1 cannot be tied to local - West: CB37010.1 reaches wall CB37001
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7          LOCUS CB37011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill
BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.79
END LEVEL(S) 464.62
UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37010.1
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- CB3.7.063
  - 065
  - 066

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4.7 FINE_____ UNID 4 kg

LDM 2nd cent BC

SPAN/CONDITION 1m - 2nd cent BC

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELD. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER 2 steppers.

6. INU.
   lower grade stone KOBE019

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FOAM

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESENTATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, 3. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37011 is a rubble fill locus extending from the center of the square north & running under wall CB37004. The stones are average football size. This rubble filled is about 1 m wide and just over 2 m long. This rubble ended in a cut appears to be a pit. Needs further excavation for clarification.

2) Area - CB37010.1 covers CB37011
   Below - end of season after rubble was removed
   North - CB37011 continues into fill below wall CB37004
   East - Non rubble fill CB37012 reaches CB37011 on the east
   West - Non rubble fill CB37012 reaches CB37011 on the west
   South - fill CB37010.1 reaches CB37011 on the south.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB37  LOCUS CB37012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) F11

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.77

END LEVEL(S) 464.38

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37010.1

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37013.0

CB37013

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CB37.060

CB37.064

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 8.6 kg FINE UNID 7.29 kg

LDM local fine Mixer 3rd cent BC

SPAN/CONDITION EB - Hell. Lady 1 small hell figur.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

7 stoppers, nine pits #801, soil sample gas analysis #992

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESEUATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) Locus CB37012 is the non rubble fill in the northern 1/2 of the
square. It is characterized by very hard pack almost clay like soil
with a great amount of plaster chips & chunks. Along the western side of
this locus and at the NW corner, ie the NW corner of the room, there
were some lenses of very fine ash like soil which were red to orange in
color. This is most likely related to the oven feature CB37013 below.

2) Above - CB37010.1 covers CB37012
Below - CB37012 covers CB37013 & CB37013.0
Northeast: CB37012 continues into the fill under walls CB37004 (N) & CB37001 (W)
West:
East: CB37012 reaches wall CB37002
South: CB37012 reaches fill locus CB37010.1

CB37012 also appears to be cut by the pit (CB37011) although this relation is unclear. However, it is clear that loci CB37012, CB37013, and the pit represent the earliest horizon of occupation for this square to date.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB3.7
LOCUS: CB37013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
OVER?

BEG. LEVEL(S) 444.58
END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37012
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS: —

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE_______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMAD_______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB3.7 is a circular stone feature, most likely an oven. About 11 stones were arranged in a circle approx 80cm in diameter. These stones were very friable as if subject to high heat & fire. The soil inside and around the circle was quite ashy & red/orange in color.

2) Above: CB37012 covers CB37013
Below: unexcavated
No CB37012 cuts through its fill, but this was unexcavated so no locus number given.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB37

LOCUS: CB37013.0

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): fill in area

BEG. LEVEL(S): U64.58

END LEVEL(S): U64.564

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB37012

OVER LOCUS(ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB3.7.068

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ___ FINE ___ UNIQ

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELEMADE ___ HELL. MOULDMADE ___ ROMAN ___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Basalt grindstone = 958

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT:
   Soil Sample # 893

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/AREA UNDER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37013.0 is the fill inside the possible kiln CB37013. It is a very fine, sandy soil - grey & reddish in color at the top, tending to brown at the bottom.

2) Above - CB37012 covers CB37013.07

Below - unexcavated

CB37013.0 is surrounded by the possible kiln CB37013.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3.7          LOCUS CB37014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.36          END LEVEL(S) 464.88

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37015

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB37015

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB3.7.045

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.9 kg  FINE 0.08 kg  UNID

   LDM Early Roman juglet rim

   SPAN/CONDITION Br - Early Roman - mostly Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER painted plaster #590  1st styg

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI I.E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) CB37014 is a one unit locus on the west side of wall CB37001. There was a thin strip of fill along the west face of this wall from previous excavation and so it was decided that the lower parts of this fill, the levels--both closely above it below the level of the floor in CB3.7 should be given their own locus numbers (there were no real floor level in this room CB3.8 NW).

2) CB37014 is covered by CB37008
CB37014 reaches wall CB37004 to the north & easterly
CB37001 to the east
No relating west.
Below CB37014 covers CB37015
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB37
LOCUS CB37015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.96

END LEVEL(S) 464.69

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB37014

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB37.070

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.216g FINE________ UNID 2.7kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE________ HELL. MOULDMADE________ ROMAN________

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 4.4g

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS I.E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1) [CB37015] is a fill locus east of the western end of wall CB37001. It is the room that was excavated as CB37.8 NE but was left under that season since it was the bulk. CB37015 is a fill of fill and soil running along the west face of wall CB37001. It is below the floor level of the rest floor in CB37.7.

2) CB37014 comes from CB37015, n = 0CB37015 comes from CB37004, e = 0CB37015 comes from wall CB37001, no sw relation.